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PATCH - A PDP-8 BINARY PAPER TAPE PATCH PROGRAM

DECUS Program Library Write-up DECUS No. 8-204

^. Introduction

Purpose of fche Programs

PATCH provides a simple, convenient means for making changes
to PDP-8 binary format paper tapes, and for creafcing short binary
tapes. Single binary tapes may be patched or merely copied, Several
tapes may be combined, with or without changes being made. Additions
to tapes may be created. Whole pages of code may be moved or de-
lefced. In certain cases binary words may be inserted within exis-
ting binary data. Field expressions may be inserted, changed or
deleted.

Changes and creations are made via the fcelefcype keyboard us-
ing simple commands. Data is typed in ocfcalo

Necessary Equipment:

PATCH will run on any PDP-?, 8-family compufcer with 4K memory. It
allows either high or low speed input-outpufc.



1. General Operation

Loading and Starting;

The Starting Address of PATCH is ^20<^/, PATCH will run in
any field of memory.

Load PATCH using the Binary Leader. PATCH occupies locations
^^1-4377 of whatever field it is loaded into.

Inifcialization:

When PATCH is started at ^2^ it will begin by typing^the
question "HIGH SPEED READER?" If the user responds with "Y",
PATCH will echo "YES" and inifcialize the high speed reader. If
the response is "N"^ PATCH will echo "NO" and inifcialize the ASR
reader. Any other responses are illegal.

PATCH will next type "HIGH SPEED PUNCH?" Answers similar fco
those for the reader will produce corresponding results.

Next PATCH types "HOW MANY INPUT TAPES?" To this query the
user must respond with an octal number followed by a carriage
return., This number will be 1 if the user desires only to make
changes fco or copy a single binary tape. However, it may be more
fchan 1 (2-7777) if the user wishes to combine several binary tapes
into one, with or without patching. The number of input tapes may
also be ^. This option allows the user to create binary format
tapes directly from octal data.

Note; if the user is using a high speed I/O device, he should
load his input tape infco the reader and turn his high speed I/O
devices on before responding fco the above question. If PATCH is
unable to read a tape when it should, the error diagnostic "ILLEGAL
TAPE" occurs. If PATCH is unable to punch because the high speed
punch is off, the program will hang until fche punch is turned on.

Responses;

The user may respond to any question typed by PATCH before the
question is completed. If this is done, the question typing will
stop and PATCH will immediately begin processing the user's responseo

Error Diagnostics:

Generally speaking all PATCH error messages are self-explana-
fcory. The most common error which can be made is an illegal user
response to a PATCH question. The error message for this is simply



a "?" followed by a re-fcyplng of the question or a return to an
appropriate place in the program where the user may try again.

If there is anything wrong with a paper tape which the user
is trying to input, PATCH will generate the diagnosfclc "ILLEGAL
TAPE."

The few other possible error messages, are mentioned in the
text below where they are most appropriate.

The Output; Format;

PATCH oufcpufcs standard PDP-8 binary format paper tapes suit"
able for loading by the Binary Leader. No matter how many input
fcapes are specified, PATCH produces a single output tape. This
binary output tape is correctly ohecksummed and preceded and fol-
lowed with leader/trailer code 2^. PATCH will nofc output a dou"
ble origin such as is frequently done by PAL afc the beginning of
a fcape. Only the significant origin is used.

Termination:

Before ending any job PATCH always types the question "IS
ADDITIONAL CODING DESIRED?" The user may answer fchis question wifch
a "Y" for "yes" as many times as he pleases. PATCH will nofc fcer-
minate the Job (and fche output tape) unfcll the user has responded
to this question with an "N" for "no."

Restarting:

Whenever PATCH has reached fche end of a Job or when the "ILLE-
GAL TAPE error has occurred, PATCH may be restarted to run a new
job by merely pressing the Continue switch.

At any time PATCH may be stopped and restarted at p'2p'pf by
using the Console switches"

Low Speed 1/0'.

When using PATCH wifch low speed (ASR) I/O devices the following
special instructions apply:

Whenever PATCH requires to pass from its fcelefcype dialog phase
to its input-outpufc phase using low speed I/O equipment, or vice-
versa, the program will halt. At this time the user should appropri<-
afcely turn on or off whichever low speed I/O devices he is using,
then press the Continue swifcch.

Patch Operation;

PATCH uses a single 2^ word buffer. This buffer represents a
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single core page of code. Thus the buffer can never contain data
for different core pages. Essentially PATCH operates by reading
one page of code afc a time into its buffer and then punching it
out, after patching if patching is requested. Reading into the buf-
fer stops each time an end-of-page condition is sensed. This oc-
ours whenever fche page fills up or whenever a reorigin or a field
expression is encountered.

In the remainder of fchis document explanations are given for
several different ways of using PATCH. The special options are all
explained in the last section of the document.

Note; In all examples in this document user responses are un-
derlined.

Throughout the PATCH program and this document "fp" stands for
the confcrol-P character. "^ " sfcands for carriage return and "4'" for
line feed.



2. To Copy a Single Tape or Combine Several Tapes

Copying a Single Tape:

To simply copy a tape with no patching proceed as shown below.

HOW MANY INPUT TAPES? 1^-
TYPE ADDRESS OF FIRST TiTCH; I

Patch will now begin reading the input fcape and punching it
page-by-page when the last word of input dafca (except the
checksum) has been punched PATCH will confcinue as follows:

IS ADDITIONAL CODING DESIRED? N0^

At^this poinfc PATCH will punch the checkSLim and trailer code,
and then halt.

Combining Several Tapes?

An example is given below showing how fco combine several
(6»g».» 3) binary tapes into one.

HOW MANY INPUT TAPES? 3^
TYPE ADDRESS OF FIRST TiTCH: I

PATCH now copies fche f-irsfc input tape without, however, punch-
ing checksum or trailer.

LOAD NEXT TAPE.

At this point PATCH halts. The user should press the Con-
tlnue switch when he is ready wifch his second tape.

TYPE ADDRESS OF FIRST PATCH; ^

PATCH now copies the second fcape, appending ifc directly to
the output of the first tape, with no separation except for a
reorigin.

LOAD NEXT TAPE,

Patch halts. When ready the user presses Continue.

TYPE ADDRESS OF FIRST PATCH: I

PATCH appends the third tape to the output. When fchis is com-
plefced PATCH types;

IS ADDITIONAL CODING DESIRED? NO^

When the user has answered "N" for no, PATCH will punch a



checksum for fche combined tape, output trailer, and fchen
halt»



3. Patching

Patching is the means by which the user changes the binary
dafca on the input fcape. He does this by typing an address followed
by the new contents of that address very much as with ODTo Before
undertaking a general explanation let us consider a simple exampleo

Suppose the user has a binary program tape on which he wishes
to change the contents of location ^537 from 7^4 to 71^4 and the
contents of location 3166 from 77PP1 to 765?'. He proceeds as shown
below.

HOW MANY INPUT TAPES? U
TYPE ADDRESS OF FIRST TATCH; 537 A

PATCH begins reading and punching core page by core page un-
fcll ifc has read the page containing location ^537 into its
buffer. PATCH then enters "patching mode."

BUFFER CONTAINS ^W-^72.
^17/W4 ^^4A
*t:
TYPE ADDRESS OF NEXT PATCH; 3166 i

PATCH will now punch^ oufc locations ^4p'p'-^5T2 with location
^537 modified to 71^4. It continues" reading and punching until

BUFFER CONTAINS 3 -31?6.
*^^/77^ 765^1
*TP~
TY?E ADDRESS OP NEXT PATCH; I

PATCH punches this new version of 3^2-3176 and continues
copying the rest of the input tape.

IS ADDITIONAL CODING DESIRED? NOj

The output tape is completed as usual.

There are many features of the patching operation not covered
by the above example, but the example can serve as a basis for our
discussion,

Specifying fche First (Next) Patch Locations

When responding fco the question, "TYPE ADDRESS OF FIRST (NEXT)
PATCH;", the user does not have fco type the exact locafcion he wants.
Any locafcion on the same core page as the desired location will do.
Furfchermore, once this gage is r,ead i.nfco .the buffer he may change
as many locations on this page as he chooses and/or apply any of
the special options to this page,,

One Important difficulty must be explained Toy an example. Sup-
pose the input tape starts with an origin afc ^2p'^, followed by 6^



data words^then a^reorigin to p'3^ followed by 6^ more data words,
Including J^ at location ^2. "The action will'proceed"as~foiiows.

TYPE ADDRESS OF FIRST PATCH: 3^2 i-
BUFFER CONTAINS ^2^-0257.
.X-

At this point the buffer actually represents locations 020'0-
^37J/^thou.Sh it only contains dafca up to ^257. The data for
pf3PP'-^357 has not yefc been read into'the ouffer. -The"user'
should proceed as shown below.

»tp
TYPE ADDRESS OF NEXT PATCH:
BUFFER CONTAINS (WW.357.
*342/'7  71W
*tF

M^

If^fche user had placed the 71^4 in location ^342 of fche first
buffer it^would have been effectively nullified by"succeedinK'data
on the output tape.

The Buffer Contents;

TbeJ?ATCH W (octal)-word buffer always represents a single
?^g^?f PDP core. While patches are being made on a given page
of data patches may not be made in locations off this 'core page'.

Prior^to reading data infco any newly designated page the buffer
i£Lalw£<ys initialized to contain all NOP"'s (7^)'. "Furthermore ~fche~
page delineators are sefc to a null page condifcion.

The page delineators are the first and last locations in actual
use,on a 61ven core Page. These are set when a page of data is read
r;n^,rfche^b!'tffer and_^ey may be modified during patching. On output
PATCH punches out all data from the f-irsfc to fche'tiast~iScations~Snd
no^more'.Ifc should be noted fchat if the data on the page has"been'

in^a non-confclguous way, NOP's will be puncheduin~~fche~unused
locafclons between the page delineafcors.

Consider an example. Suppose that the input tape contains an
°r'161rLof. 3^2 followed by data through location . 3162. -Affcer--the"read-
in PATCH types

BUFFER CONTAINS 3 -3l6^.

The page delineafcors are thus sefc. If the user now types "IP"
only^locafcl5ns 3^2-3162 will be punched. However, if the user patches

-^^-^lZ?^^th?,PaSe. delineators are reset to 3^2-317^"and ioea-
.3167 all contain 7W. When fche user now/fcypes/-"T'p" ever.y-

thing from 3^p2-317^ is punched' including~the~NOP''s/'^" '^ v"^"



Patching Features?

(l) Slash not preceded by an address opens fche last previous-
ly opened address. Such a slash afc the beginning of patching a gi~
ven page opens fche looafcion mentioned in response to "TYPE ADDRESS
OF NEXT PATCHs"

(2) Negative numbers are acceptable as data.

(3) Line feed closes fche current (or last opened) location and
opens the numerically next location,

(4) t(shiffc-N) closes fche current location and opens the numeri-
cally preceding location.,

(5) Carriage return merely closes the current location.

(6) IP closes the current location and terminates patching on
the current page. It aufcomafcically begins output.

(7) If a location is opened and then closed wifchoufc being
patched, ifcs contents are nofc changed. Furthermore fche page de-
lineafcors are not changed unless actual patching takes place.

Example;

TYPE ADDRESS OF FIRST PATCHs ^1^
BUFFER CONTAINS 3^2-3162,
^ZW2 16^
* 4.

31^6/1^531
3W/3^65~:3g72t
31^6/W 3 f
*W2/^^ -2^
*2STZ7p ~
*22ZZZ?''' ~~
BUFFER CONTAINS. 3 -316 2.
«.

BUFFER CONTAINS 3^2-31?6.
*^Lwm Z2wp

PATCH will now punch out locations 3^2-3176.



Patching Options:

Whenever PATCH types an * the user may request any one of
the special options listed below merely by typing its first letter.

I Insert
D Delete
K Kill
M Move
F Field

These options are fully explained in section 6 of fchis document

Errors:

Whenever the user makes an error (i.e., types an illegal char-
acter) during patching, any currently opened location Is closed
without modification.
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4o Creating a Binary Tape

PATCH allows the user to create binary program fcapes directly
from ocfcal data. This is done by merely specifying ?' input tapes.'
The technique is shown in an example below,

HOW MANY INPUT TAPES? j3jl

^2/7W W!M.
'^3/7W^ I37Si
P^4/7jiW IF75T
p'2^5/7W 12^7
^75/7PgP' ^T

'^377/7'W 3lTt"P

PATCH now punches leader code and the created data for loea-
fcions 2p^-377o

IS ADDITIONAL CODING DESIRED? YES

*4oo/7Wf 0A
^I77'W ^64
W2/7W iiTOI
'^3/7'W ^^
W^/7W 75%?T
W5/7W^ I^WJ
*fp

PATCH now punches the data for

IS ADDITIONAL CODING DESIRED? NO

^4pf5.

At this point PATCH punches the checksum on the output tape,
follows this with trailer, and then halts»

The method shown above is frequenfcly used fco create separate
patch tapes for large programs. For this use it is very important
that fche user understand exactly how PATCH works. For each buffered
page of code PATCH outputs all data in the buffer from the first ad-
dress on the page where data is entered to the last such"address.~If
there are addresses between the first and last addresses which have
not had data entered in fchem, these locations will contain NOP's.
These NOP«s will be oufcput along with the data that was actually"en-

^^Thus in the above example, NOP's will be punched for locations

The technique which should be used is shown below.

HOW MANY INPUT TAPES? OS 1
*SMM ^.Z77t_P

PATCH now punches leader code and 5777 at origin 27^.
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IS ADDITIONAL CODING DESIRED? YES
*377/7M 72?:tP

PATCH now punches ^?2^ at origin 377. No NOP's are punched
between 27.^ and 377.

IS ADDITIONAL CODING DESIRED? YES
*7 2^/7 W 1137

^723/7W 5TT^P
IS YES

akIH^W 27UP
IS A'miTIONAlTNO

After PATCH punches ^271 at origin 777, it punches fche checksum
and trailer and fchen halfcs.

It is useful to remember that there Is no need fco wait until
fche end of a PATCH query before responding.
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5. Making Additions

After a user has copied one or more tapes onfco the output
fcape, with or without patching, he is always given the option
of making additions to the tape before the checksum is punched
This is done In the same way that separate binary fcapes are
created, except that the creation of the additions does not
begin until all of the input tapes have been copiedo
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6» Special Options

Whenever PATCH is waiting for patching (signaled by having
typed an asterisk) the user may request one of the special options
below by merely typing its initial letter.

Field Expression (F)

If the user types "F", PATCH will type either "FIELD EXPRESSION
READ FOR THIS PAGE WAS n. NEW FIELD =" or "FIELD EXPRESSION WAS NOT
READ FOR THIS PAGE. NEW FIELD = ". In either case if the user
responds with a single octal digit, ^ - 7, followed by a carriage
return, PATCH will punch a field expression set to this new field
at the beginning of the current page. Any past field setting will
be omitted.

In the former case, where PATCH read a field expression from
fche inpufc tape, the user may delete it by responding with a car-
rlage return not preceded by a digit.

Move Page (M)

If the user types an "M", PATCH will type "MOVE THIS PAGE OF
CODE TO THE PAGE WITH FIRST ADDRESS^", The user must then respond
wifch an address on fche page to which he wishes to move the current
page of code, followed by a carriage return, When he has done this,
the program will execute the move, type fche new addresses of the
page, and then wait for more patching.

Kill Page (K)

I-f the user fcypes "K" PATCH asks "KILL THIS PAGE?" If the user
responds fco this with "Y" PATCH will kill fche page in the current
buffer and confclnue processing the input tape.

Delete (D)

If the user types "D" PATCH responds with "DELETE LOCATIONS".
The user must respond as in one of the following fcwo examples.

^DELETE LOCATIONS 2WS.
*DELETE LOCATIONS ^7^r377J

If the data deleted is afc the beginning or fche end of fche page,
the page boundaries are corrected. If the data is in the interior
of the page, NOP's are Inserted in place of the deleted data.

Insert (I)

If fche user types "I", PATCH will type "INSERT THE FOLLOWING
NUMBER OF WORDS:", To this the user must respond with a non-zero
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ocfcal number followed by a carriage return, PATCH will allcv: t';ie
insertion only if there is sufficienfc room at the end of the p.-'.gs'
to accomodafce pushing down the code already in the-~5IIffer t>y the '
given numb e¥ of words. If .the given nu.Tiber of vj'ords will not Fit,
the message "INSUFFICIENT ROOM," is typed and nothing happens.
If the insertion1will'fit, PATCH types "TYPE THE ADDRESS"b:' THE
INSTRUCTION WHICH THE INSERTION IS TO FOLLOU:". The user nrasfc res"
pond with an ocfcal address followed by a carriage refc'jrn. PATCH wl]l
then begin to request the words fco be inserted by typing the corr'ect
addresses followed by slashes. The user nust supply"the"ocfcal Kord
to be inserted at each address, followed by a carriage return. At.
the completion of the operation PATCH returns fco v^ait for i^ore "patcb-
ing-of the program,

**WARMINGr The user is responsible for updating all references to
addresses which have been pushed doKn.^-

NOTE: When this program was run on a PDP-8/I it worked except for address printout after
carriage return. The following comment and patch to fix the bug were offered by Professor

Howard Zimmerman, University of Wisconsin.

REGARDING THE BUG: The main bug must derive from the foster cycling time of the
PDP-8/1 compared, to whatever computer this program was wnti-en for (maybe the PDP-5).
After use of the slash option to get- content's of an address and the lihe-feea" option then to
get the next contents, the next address has the first- two digits overlayed on paper. A stall
is already put. into the program f-o allow time for carriage reS-urn but if is still not- enough.
The following patch corrects {-he problem. One couid introduce a sf-ilf longer stail vvii-hout-
hurting.

PATCH:

LOC1624/5370
1770/7001
1771/7440
177^/5370
1773/2156
1774/5225

JM Pl 770
IAC
SZA
JMP .-2
1SZ PATAD
JMP1625
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